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Transport security means to ensure transport infrastructure and vehicles protection from acts of unlawful interference, including terrorist attacks.
In order to implement Federal law “On Transport security” a number of regulatory legal acts have developed and adopted in the Russian Federation.

These regulatory legal acts approved:
- list of potential threats of acts of unlawful interference to the transport sector;
- procedure for declaring transport security levels;
- procedure for establishing and categorizing criteria for transport infrastructure and vehicles;
- vulnerability assessment procedure;
- requirements for ensuring transport security on transport modes;
- procedure for developing transport security ensuring plans;
- procedure for transport security forces training and certification.
According to the Russian Federation’s legislation transport infrastructure and vehicles security shall be ensure by transport infrastructure operators and carriers
Agreement on information interaction of the member states of the Commonwealth of Independent States in the field of transport security, May 30, 2014, retified by Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan

The Agreement is open to accession by any states
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